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Introduction

Motivation

We define Minimum-Displacement Overlap
Removal (MDOR) as follows:

In the context of a collaboration with Caribbean
archaeologists, our interest in this problem is
motivated by the application of displaying metadata
of archaeological sites.

Input A set of rectangles embedded in the plane
Objective Modify the layout to avoid overlap
Optimization Minimize the total displacement
Constraint Preserve the orthogonal order
We define the total displacement in the new layout
as the sum of the Euclidian distances between the
initial position (x, y) and the final position (x0, y 0) of
the centers of all rectangles.

Many GIS packages commonly used in archaeology
do offer automated map production, but when
it comes to the arrangement and scaling of objects
they generally perform poorly [4].
On a good symbol map all symbols should be
visible, so any overlap has to be removed. The
symbols need to stay close to their corresponding
sites, so they can be easily identified.
Since
cardinal relations between sites are often important
in archaeology, the orthogonal order of the site
symbols should be maintained. This leads to the
problem of minimum-displacement overlap removal
with orthogonal ordering constraints.

The most popular way of representing data of this
kind is to use a symbol map, where each site is
represented by a symbol that conveys (a selection
of) the metadata about the site, and these symbols
are placed on the map at or close to the site’s
geographical coordinates.

A layout adjustment is orthogonal-order preserving if
the order of the rectangles with respect to the xand the y-axis does not change (i.e., for any pair of
rectangles ri and rj it holds that xi ≤ xj ⇒ x0i ≤ x0j
and that yi ≤ yj ⇒ yi0 ≤ yj0 ).

Theorem
Minimium-Displacement
Overlap Removal (MDOR) is NP-hard,
even for unit-size squares with integer coordinates.

mdor is closely related to the Minimum-Area
Layout Adjustment problem, which is known
to be NP-hard [1].

We can show that mdor is NP-hard by reduction
from monotone one-in-three sat.

Hardness result

Figure: Automatically produced symbol maps often have
overlap (left [2]) or poor symbol placement (right [3]).

Heuristic

Layout Result — Cultural Heritage Sites on St. Kitts

Because mdor is NP-hard, we turn to heuristic
solutions for our problem. The objectives of existing
overlap removal algorithms are not ideal for our
application, therefore we introduce reArrange, a
new heuristic for solving the problem.
The core of the algorithm consists of three steps:
1) Detect overlapping pairs using a sweepline
2) Remove the overlap for each pair with the
local minimum displacement
3) Repair the orthogonal order in both dimensions
using an adaptation of MergeSort
These steps are repeated until there are no more
overlapping pairs.

St. Pauls
Anglican Church

Methodist Church

Belmont Estate Yard

St. Johns
Anglican Church
Noted for connection
to James Ramsey
(forceful abolitionist).

The Bull
Estridge Estate Yard
Brothersons Estate

Estridge
Morovian Church

Old sugar estate owned
by the Estridge family.

Methodist
Church

Reenactment of a bull’s miraculous
revival at Belmont Estate.

Mount Misery

Mansion
Estate

Highest peak in central
mountain range. Place
of refuge for enslaved
Africans who escaped.

Christ Church
Anglican Church

Lodge Great House

St. Anne’s
Anglican Church

Moko-Jumbies
Traditional dance
performance based
on African mythology.

Black San
Bang-A-Lang

St. Mary
Anglican Church

Vambelle’s Estate
Annual music festival

Charles Fort,
Cleverly Hill

A British fort built by enslaved
Africans in 1678.

Brimstone Hill Fortress
Spooner’s Estate
Cotton Ginnery

Old sugar estate that
produced only sugar
in days of slavery.

British polygonal styled fortification.
UNESCO World Heritage 1999.

Brimstone Hill

Halfway Tree Cistern
Old Military Road
Romney Manor

De Poincy Chateau,
Fountain Estate

St. Thomas
Anglican Church

McDowall Estate

Property of French
Governor Philippe de
Lonvilliers de Poincy.

Data

Wingfield Petroglyphs

Wingfield Waterworks
Stapleton Estate

To illustrate our heuristic we apply it to a dataset
of 70 cultural heritage sites on the island
of St. Kitts, obtained through a crowdsourcing
project [5]. The metadata consist of:

Methodist Church

Sir Thomas Warner

Lawyer Stephens Cave

Landed at this spot on
January 28, 1623.

Fisheries Complex

Precursor of abolition of slavery.

The Actors

Sprat Net

Traditional acrobatic
performers

Bloody Point Battle Field
Golden Rock Estate
Official declaration of
emancipation of enslaved
Africans.

Stone Fort Petroglyphs

Name describing the site
Type of heritage
Picture of the site (opt.)
Description of additional site information (opt.)

St. Kitts Sugar Factory

Shadwell Great House

Challenger Village
First free village of formerly enslaved Africans.

Fairview Inn

Morovian Church
La Guerite Reservoir
Morovians were the
first to acknowledge
human rights of
enslaved Africans.

Government House

St. Barnabas Church

Methodist Church
Springfield Chapel

Methodists acknowledged
human rights of enslaved
Africans.

St. Georges
Anglican Church
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Church of the
Immaculate
Conception

Potential
Bar & Restaurant

Springfield Flood
Memorial
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The National Museum
opened here in 2002.
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Traditional parade during National
Carnival celebration
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The Strip,
Frigate Bay
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Ship Wreck Bar & Grill

●

Multiple beach bars
serving drinks and
local dishes.

●
●
●

Great Salt Pond

●●

Main source of salt
for the inhabitants
of the island.

●

Maroon Quarters
Hill where enslaved
Africans who ran
away took refuge.

Shitten Bay
●

Slave ships docked
here before entering
the Basseterre harbor.

●

●

Figure: Initial layout of the heritage sites
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